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Free Essays from Bartleby | The video game industry possible causing behavioral problems for people of all ages. Video
game violence isn't breaking news for.

News reports blame video games more and more for each shooting, telling the public how this person played
video games for x amount of hours a day, and that video games caused him or her to shoot people, and how
video games encourage and reward violence There are many opposing viewpoints. People prone to aggressive
behavior may like playing these video games, but the inclination to these games was a result, not the cause of
the problem. Blissful childhood should not be associated to games that support violence. Children spend about
40 hours seated in front of a screen killing cartoon characters. Every eight out of ten homes in the United
Kingdom own a current generation games console and video games have become a fantastic source of
education when helping kids to learn, such websites like educationcity. In looking at past research it is
apparent that there seems to large amounts of research that contradict one work to another. S have gone down
significantly since video games have gotten more and more popular. The findings of a study published by the
University of Rochester show that action video games can improve the player's learning capacity. These
effects can range from increase in blood pressure to the increase of the rate. Because he has lofty dreams of
winning every game possible, he will not stop. However, my brother has always had a slight anger
management problem and even with easygoing games, he became furious when he lost. The study showed that
the participants who played violent video games for just 20 minutes became less physically aroused by real
violence. Motor oil is spewing from his victims, it is splattering everywhere. He is using weapons such as
guns, chainsaws, and knives to kill and commit horrible crimes. For most players, video games are fun but
also violent games take over the lives of some player. Music videos that expose profanity and sexuality are
inappropriate and leave a negative impression on young children. I am focusing on violent video games and
how they affect juveniles because I feel that this issue needs to be looked at in the criminal justice community.
This is definitely backed up by their non violent behaviour. We live in a violent world and young people have
easy access to it whether it's on television, in music or on the Internet. The games you kids play could be more
violent then you even know. When interviewed, some kids who play this type of games say that they are not
negatively affected by the games. Recent shooting sprees at schools have fueled the popular belief that
exposure to violent video games causes violent behavior in youths Sounds graphic, right? A kid that's about 16
years old still has the ability to buy a M-rated game at a store. Many of these games are designed for adults but
wind up in the hands of children. Because of the realism and advancements in the video game industry, video
games can influence the player, and can make the gamer more aggressive, even if the game is not a violent
video game Violent videos have gotten more popular with a better amount of variety including the franchise of
Call of Duty, Battlefield, and Grand Theft Auto. With the new DVD that shows sex and violence or computers
that gives kids access to unauthorized sites, technology is something that many parents need to look out for I
will discuss the effects of violent video games. However, it is important to note that when a child plays a
violent game he is likely to experience some physiological effects. Not all video games are violent, but what
about those that are? Most people are getting really addictive of these violent video games. Germain
Introduction Since we live in a technology age, technology is being formed into entertainment for people of all
ages such as video games and television. Despite the simplicity of the definition of video games, a video
game, especially ones containing violence can have a large effect on the gamer. Despite people seeing the
negative influence of violent media earlier as well, only in the last two decades has video game violence come
to the forefront as video game popularity has increased. You hear a bullet whiz past your head and out of the
corner of your eye you see bright red blood seeping out of your ear.


